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I. INTRODUCTION 
Questions whether or not two grammars belonging to a family of grammars gener- 
ate the same language have extensively been studied in the literature. These problems 
are called equivalence problems and if there exists an algorithm which for each pair 
of grammars of this family gives an answer to this question then the equivalence pro- 
blem for this family of grammars is said to be decidable. Otherwise the problem is 
said to be undecidable. For example, the equivalence problem for the family of regular 
grammars is decidable. On the other hand, the equivalence problem for the family of 
context-free grammars is known to be undecidable. 
The equivalence problem ~s open for various classes of grammars which gener- 
ate deterministic languages. For simple deterministic and LL(k) grammars the problem 
has been solved. In this paper we study the equivalence problem for the class of LL- 
regular grammars and languages. The class of LL-regular grammars is obtained from the 
class of LL(k) grammars by allowing regular look-ahead instead of finite look-ahead, 
cf. Jarzabek and Krawczyk 18], Nijholt II0,11,12] and Poplawski ]16] for results on 
LL-regular grammars and languages. The class of LL(k) grammars is properly included 
in the class of LL-regular gra~m~ars and the class of LL(k) languages is properly in- 
cluded in the class of LL-regular languages. Contrary to the other families of lang- 
uages which have been studied from the point of view of the equivalence problem, the 
class of LL-regular languages contains languages which are not deterministic. 
It will be shown that the equivalence problem for LL-regular grammars is deci- 
dable. Apart from extending the known result for LL(k) grammar equivalence to LL- 
regular grammar equivalence, we obtain an alternative proof of the decidability of 
(I) The preparation of this paper was partially supported by a Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of Canada Grant No. A-7700 during the author's stay 
at McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. 
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LL(k) equivalence. From 2i i we understand that the equivalence prob]em for LL-regular 
grammars has been studied before, but not solved. Our proof that this equivalence pro- 
blem is decidable is simple~ However, this is mainly because we can reduce the problem 
to the equivalence problem for real-t ime strict determinist ic  grammlars, which is deci- 
dable, see Oyamaguchi,  Honda and Inagaki I|51 and Ukkonen 1181. 
In this extended abstract the proofs of the theorems are not included. A com- 
plete paper wil l  appear elsewhere. 
Prel iminar ies 
We assume that the reader is famil iar with Aho and Ul lman l]i or Harr ison 131. 
For notat ional  reasons we review some concepts. 
A context-free ~rammar (CFG for short) is denoted by the quadruple 
G = (N,~,P,S), where N consists of the nonterminal  symbols, ~ consists of the terminal 
symbols, N ~ E = ~ (the empty set); N u ~ is denoted by V (elements of V wil l  be de- 
noted by X, Y and Z; elements of V × wi l l  be denoted by ~, 8, y, 6 and ~). We use c to 
denote the empty word. The elements of E x wil l  be denoted by x, y, z and w. The set P 
of product ions is a subset of N x V × (notation A ÷ ~ if (A,~) is in P) and S c N is 
called the start symbol of the grammar. 
We have the usual notat ion =>, ~> and ~ for derivat ions,  leftmost deriva- 
tions and r ightmost derivat ions,  respectively. The superscripts + and × wil l  be used 
to denote the transit ive and the ref lex ive-trans i t ive closures of these relations. 
For any string ~ g V x def ine 
L(~)  = {w ~ x i ~ X_> w}. 
The language L(G) of a CFG G is the set L(S). Two grammars G I and G 2 are said 
to be equivalent if L(G]) = L(G2). 
x E 
For any string ~ s V we use ~ to denote the reverse of ~. If L is a set of 
strings, then L R = {w R I w s L}. If ~ g V x then !~[ denotes the length of ~. For any 
x 
s V and non-negat ive integer k we use k : ~ to denote the pref ix  of ~ with length 
k if l~i 2 k and otherwise k : ~ denotes ~. A product ion A ÷ g is called an g-produc- 
tion; a CFG without g-product ions is called an g-free grammar. 
A CFG G = (N,E~P,S) is said to be right l inear if each rule is of the form 
x 
A ÷ uB or A ÷ u, with A,B s N and u g E • A subset L of x is said to be regular if 
there exists a right l inear grammar G such that L(G) = L. 
For any set Q, a part i t ion ~ of Q is a f inite set of mutual ly  dis jo int  sub- 
sets of Q such that each element of Q is in one of these subsets. The elements of a 
part i t ion are cal led blocks or equivalence classes. If two elements x and y belong to 
the same block B s ~ then we write x E y (mod %). 
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DEFINITION l.l. Let : = {BI,B2, .... ,B n} denote a partition of E x, where Z is a finite 
set, into n blocks. Partition : is said to be a regular partition of x if all the 
sets B. are regular. Partition : is a left congruence (right congruence) if for any 
l 
strings x, y and z in x ,  x S y (mod :) implies zx E zy (mod :) (xz E yz (mod :)). 
A partition ~' = {B{, 62,..' .,B'}m is a refinement of a regular partition v = 
, . of ~ is the union of some of the blocks of 7'. It is {B] B2,...,B n} of x if each B 
well-known that every regular partition of a set Ex has a refinement of finite index 
which is both a left and a right congruence (which we call a congruence for short) 
(see Hopcroft and Ullman 17J). 
In the forthcoming sections it is assumed that the grammars under considera- 
tion are reduced. We recall the definitions of strict deterministic and real-time 
strict deterministic grammars (ef. Harrison and Havel 14,51). 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let G = (N,~,P,S) be a CFG and let @ be a partition of V. Partition 
is called strict if 
(i) ~ g 4, and 
(ii) For any A, A' g N and ~, ~, 6' s V x, if 
A ÷ ~B and A' ÷ e~' are in P and A E A' (mod 4), then either: 
(a) both 6, 6' # ~ and | : 6 ~ | : 6' (mod 4), 
or 
(b) B = 6' = s and A = A'. 
Now a grammar G = (N,E,P,S) is called strict deterministic if there exists a strict 
partition of V. 
In general, a strict deterministic grammar can have more than one strict par- 
tition of V. Let 41 and 42 be two partitions of V with induced equivalence relations 
E| and E2, respectively, then 41 J  42 if and only if E l ~ E 2. The partitions form a 
semi-lattice with this ordering and' under the meet-operation. In Harrison and Havel 
141 an algorithm is given which computes the minimal strict partition of a strict 
deterministic grammar. 
A strict deterministic grammar G = (N,~,P,S) with minimal strict partition 
is called a real-time strict deterministic grammar if it is g-free and for all A, A', 
B, B' c N; ~, 6 ~ vX, if A ÷ ~B and A' + ~B' 6 are in P, then A E A' (mod 4) implies 
2. THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM FOR GRAMMARS WITH LOOK-AHEAD 
One way to generalize definitions of classes of deterministically parsable 
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grammars is to let the decisions in the parsing process of these grammars be determ- 
ined by look-ahead of the input string. This look-ahead may be finite or regular. 
Finite look-ahead is for instance used in the definition of LL(k) and LR(k) grammars. 
Regular look-ahead is used in the definitions of LL-regular and LR-regular grammars. 
In this section we will introduce regular look-ahead for strict deterministic and 
real-time strict deterministic grammars. Then it will be shown how the equivalence 
problems for these grammars with look-ahead can be reduced to the equivalence problems 
for strict deterministic and real-time strict deterministic grammars. In the following 
section we will study LL-regular grammars as a special case of the (real-time) strict 
deterministic grammars with regular look-ahead, 
The generalization which we give here for (real-time) strict deterministic 
grammars conforms the generalizations in I131 for finite look-ahead. We use the fol- 
lowing notation. Let G = (N,E,P,S) be a CFG and let ~ = {B|,B2,...,B n} be a regular 
partition of E ×. For any ~ e V ×, 
BLOCK(~) = {B k s ~ i L(~) ~ B k # ~}. 
DEFINITION 2.1 ~, A CFG G = (N,E,P,S) is strong SD(%~, where ~ is a regular partition 
of E×, if there exists a partition ~ of V = N u E such that 
(i) Z c 
(ii) For any Wl, w 2 ~ E×; A, A' s N; ~ 8, ~', ~I' w2 g V× with A ~ A' (mod ~) 
and derivations 
x 
(a) s ~> wiA~ I T> w1~ I 
x 
(b) S ~> w2A~o 2 ~> w2~B'~ 2 
the condition 
BLOCK(~m|) ~ BLOCK(~2)  ¢ 
always implies that either 
(I) both B, $~ # s and i : B ~ 1 : 6 ~ (mod ~), or 
(2) ~ = B' = c and A = A t. 
A strong SD(~) grammar G = (N,E,P,S) with a minimal partition ~ is now called 
strong real-time SD(~) if G is s-free and the following condition is satisfied: 
For all A, B, A', B' g N and ~, $ ~ V ×, if A + ~B and A' ÷ ~B'~ are in P with 
A ~ A t (mod ~) then if 
and 
S L > WlA~ 1 ~> w lo~Bco 1 
x 
S ~> w2A'00 2 ~> w2~B' Bw 2 
BLOCK(B~ I) ~ BLOCK(B'B~ 2) # 
then B = ~. 
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(×) 
Clearly, the real-time strict deterministic grammars are a special case (no 
look-ahead) of this definition. Notice that because of (x) B E B' (mod 4)- 
We now show that the equivalence problem for strong real-time SD(%) grammars 
is decidable. We start with a strong real-time SD(~) grammar and convert it into a 
real-time strict deterministic grammar. The conversion will be done in such a way 
that two strong real-time SD(~) grammars are equivalent if and only if their associat- 
ed real-time strict deterministic grammars are equivalent. 
Let C = (N,~,P,S) be any CFG without s-productions and let ~ = {Bo,BI,...,B n} 
x 
be a regular partition of ~ . Without loss of generality we may assume that % is a 
left congruence and that B 0 = {~}. It follows that R = {BRo' B|,..R .,B~} is a right 
congruence. Then R defines the states and the transitions of a (deterministic) finite 
automaton M% = (Q, ~,6,qo) , where 
Q is the set of states, Q = {q0,ql,...,qn }, 
qo s Q is the initial state, 
is the input alphabet 
: Q x E ÷ Q is the transition function 
and ~ satisfies 
B~ = {w I ~(q0 ,w) = qi } 
for 0 _< i < n, 
Now let PO be a symbol not in Q and let ~ be a special symbol not in ~. Define 
a grammar G = (N',E',P',S') as follows: 
N' = {S '}u  (Q x N x Q) 
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Z' = (Q u (p0 }) x (~ w {£}) × Q 
and P' contains productions 
(i) 
(ii) 
S ~ ÷ <pO~p><pSq0> for all p e Q 
If A ÷ X]X20..X r is in P then <pAq> ÷ <pXlp]><P]X2P2 > ooo <Pr_iXrq> is in 
P', for any p, q, PI' °'''Pr-] in Q such that if Xj g E, then 
@(pj,Xj) = pj_l ~ for ] < j < r; if X! g E then @(p],Xl) = p and if X r g E, 
then 6(q,Xr) = Pr-]" 
We can reduce grammar G ~ Throughout this paper~ whenever we use the sub- 
script ~ then we refer to the grammar which is obtained with this construction. 
÷ by Let G and G be as above. Define a homomorphism p: V 'x V × 
p(<p0±p>) = s for every p g Q 
p(<pXq>) = X for each p, q g Q and X s V 
The proofs of the fol lowing claims are straightforward and therefore omitted. 
CLAIM 2.]. For any <rXs> g V ~ and y s E~×, if <rXs> ~> y, then @(s,p(yR)) = r. 
Clearly, this claim can easily be extended to an arbitrary string 
= <rX.s~><s]X s2> .... <Sn_~XnSn > in V 'x. If ~ ~> y, where y g E,x then 
6(s,p(y~]) = r. 2 
CLAIM 2.2. For any <pXq> s V'~ if <pXq> ~> ~<rYsl><s2Zt> for some string 
~<rYs]><s2Zt> $ in V '×, then s] = s2° 
CLAIM 2.3. For any <pXq> g V ~ and w ~ g V 'x, if <pXq> --~> w' in G 
× 
X ~> p(~') in G. 
then 
From Claim 2.3 it is immediately clear that L(G) = p(L(G )), where we have 
extended the def init ion of p to sets of strings. 
x V' ,x S' x ~> wx CLAIM 2.4. For any w, x g Z ~ , <pXq> g and ~ g V , if ~> w<pXq>~ L 
in G , then p(x) g Bp, where Bp is a block of part it ion ~ = {B0,BI,... ,Bn}. 
With the help of these claims it is now straightforward to prove the fol low- 
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ing lemmas. 
LEMMA 2,1. If G is an g-free strong SD(~) grammar then G is an g-free strict deter- 
ministic grammar. 
LEMMA 2.2. If G is a strong real-time SD(~) grammar then G 
deterministic grammar. 
is a real-time strict 
Now consider two g-free grammars G 1 and G 2 which are strong (real-time) 
SD(~;) and strong (real-time) SD(~2) , respectively. Here 7! and 72 are regular parti- 
Z x tions of the same set . Then G] and G 2 are both strong (real-time) SD(~) with 
respect to the regular partition 
= {B I B.in B.j = B, B # ~' B ig  ~I' Bj g 72) 
For ~ we can construct the sequential machine M and the (real-time) strict determi- 
nistic grammars G I~ and G 2,~ Clearly, if L(GI) = L(G2) then L(G$) = L(G~) and if 
L(GI) ¢ L(G2) then L(G$) # L(G~). It follows that we have reduced the equivalence 
problem for strong (real-time) SD-regular grammars to the problem for (real-time) 
strict deterministic grammars. 
Any real-time strict deterministic grammar can be converted into an equivalent 
real-time deterministic pushdown automaton (cf. Harrison [31) which accepts with empty 
stack. In Oyamaguchi, Honda and Inagaki115 ] the decidability of the equivalence pro- 
blem for these automata has been sho~m. 
COROLLARY 2.1. The equivalence problem for strong real-time SD(~) grammars is deci- 
dable. 
In the following section it will be shown that each strong LL-regular gram - 
mar is a strong real-time SD-regular grammar. It is wellknown that strong LL-regular 
grammars can generate non-deterministic languages. The language 
L = {anbka n, akbnc n I n ~ I, k > I} 
is an example of a language which is not real-time strict deterministic but it is 
deterministic. Moreover, L is a strong real-time SD~regular language. 
Culik and Cohen 12[ use a slightly different method than is presented here 
to convert an LR-regular grarmnar into an LR(O) grammar. Clearly, the argument which 
we gave above holds for LR-regular grammars as well. That is, we have the following 
proposition: 
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PROPOSITION 2 .~ The equivalence problem for LR-regular grammars is decidable if and 
only if the equivalence problem for LR(O) grammars is decidable. 
3. THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM FOR LL-REGULAR GRAMMARS 
We start this section with the definition of LL-regular grammars (Nijholtllll, 
Poplawski I161). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G = (N,Z,P,S) be a CFG and let g = {B0,BI,...,B n} be a regular 
"X vX  
partition of ~x  Grammar G is an LL(g) grammar if, for each w, x, y ~ Z'; ~, y, 6 
and A ~ N, the conditions 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
S L> wAo~ ~> ~fot L > ~a~ 
S L > wA~ ~> w6ot L > wy 
BLOCK(ya) n BLOCK(6c~) # 
always imply that y = ~. 
Notice that if BLOCK(y~) ~ BLOCK(~)  # @ then there exist strings x £ L(~e) 
and y g L (~)  such that x E y (mod z). A CFG G is called LL-regular if it is LL(~) 
× 
for some regular partition ~ of E • Notice that a grammar G is LL(k) if G is LL(~k) 
for the regular partition 
~k = {{u} i u ~ Z x and lu[ < k} • ({uw I w g E x} i u ~ Z k} 
where Ek is the set of all words over E with length k. 
As in the case of LL(k) grammars it is possible to define strong LL-regular 
grammars. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G = (N,E,P,S) be a CFG and let ~ = {BI,B2,.o.,B n} be a regular 
partition of Ex. Grarmnar G is a strong LL(~) granm~ar if, for each w|, w2, x, y s xx; 
V × ~I ~ ~2' Y' 6 ~ and A g N, the conditions 
x ~> wlx (i) S ~> wiA~ | ~> wl7~ l L 
X X 
(ii) S ~> w2A~ 2 ~> w26~ 2 ~> w2Y 
(iii) x E y (mod ~) 
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always imply that y = 6. 
The class of LL-regular grammars properly includes the class of strong LL- 
regular grammars. However, the language families coincide. In Poplawski 1161 a trans- 
formation can be found which converts any LL-regular grammar into an equivalent strong 
LL-regular grammar. Hence, without loss of generality we may assume that the LL-regu- 
lar grammars which are considered are strong. 
The language 
L = {aanba2nb, banba 2n, aanbana, banbanb I n ~ 0} 
is an example of a non-deterministic language which is LL-regular (cf. 1111). Language 
L = {anbka n, akbnc n I n ~ I, k ~ I} 
is an example of an LL-regular language which is not real-time strict deterministic. 
Let G be an LL-regular grammar. The method which is given in III for eliminat- 
ing  g-productions from an LL(k) grammar can easily be modified in order to obtain the 
result that for every LL-regular grammar we can find an equivalent g-free LL-regular 
gramma r. As mentioned above, we may assume that the LL-regular grammars under consi- 
deration are strong. The proof of the following theorem is again in the complete paper. 
THEOREM 3.1. If G is an E-free strong LL-regular grammar, then G is a strong real- 
time SD-regular grammar. 
From Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 we may now conclude: 
COROLLARY 3.1. The equivalence problem for LL-regular grammars is decidable. 
It is natural to ask whether it is possible to convert LL-regular grammar G 
to an LL(|) grammar G . The method which is given in Culik and Cohen 12] yields for 
each LR-regular grammar G an LR(0) grammar G . Therefore it is not necessary to 
develop a parsing method for LR-regular grammars since the method for LR(0) grammars 
can be used. Unfortunately, the conversion which we use here does not necessarily 
yield an LL(1) grammar. In [12 I a method has been given which converts an LL(~) gram- 
mar G into an LL(1) grammar G' such that L(G ) ~ L(G'). Here G is the grammar which 
is obtained from LL(~) grammar G with the method described above. If we were able to 
obtain from LL(~) grammar G an LL(1) grammar G', with L(G') = L(G ) then we should 
have reduced the equivalence problem for LL-regular grammars to the equivalence pro- 
blem for LL(1) grammars. 
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